
Hi Ash class, 

Good morning. I hope you are all ok and ready to learn! 

Remember to try your best, keep positive and believe in yourselves - you are all very clever and have strengths 

in different ways.    

Let’s warm up with some handwriting – remember the way we join certain letters. If you don’t join your letters, 

think about letter formation: 

                                       could              catch            caught             came       

Can you look at this week’s spelling (powerpoint attached yesterday!) 

Daily task suggestions: 

 Start your day with a Joe Wicks work out - google 'PE with Joe' OR go noodle OR cosmic kids. 

 Read a book for 20 min (could be a picture book to a sibling, to yourself or parent or part of a chapter 

book). You can listen to David Walliams read a chapter from his books everyday, just click 

https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/ 

 You could keep a daily diary - writing a sentence or 2 about the day before. Tell parents about our writing 

toolkit. I HOPE YOU ARE USING CAPITAL LETTERS AND FULL STOPS – YES, ALL OF YOU!!! 

 Another great idea is called #drawwithrob (youtube).  

             

Today's other suggested tasks: 

English:  

Yesterday you chose a toy that was going to be lost and wrote some descriptive sentences about it. Today we 

are going to write the first two paragraphs of our descriptive story together. You can either use my structure 

adding in your own words for paragraph one OR totally make up your own paragraph. The second paragraph 

should be based on yesterday’s ideas. 

Re - read the story below to help: 

Somewhere cold, somewhere quiet, somewhere mysterious lays a lonely teddy. No one 

knows it is there. Day-by-day it sits and watches the sun rise and dance above the clouds 

before the moon jumps up and darkness sweeps across the sun like the closing of curtains. 

Every so often, the teddy sits and wonders. Will anyone ever find me? Will anyone ever 

love me?  

 

https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/elevenses/


The teddy has soft, golden fur that should be hugged. It has bright green eyes that shine 

like stars. It has a cold, black nose and velvety ears. The bear is slumped against an old, 

wooden bookcase desperate to be found. The feels lonely and empty like an abandoned 

ship. The teddy thinks back to a time when he was loved and wishes with all his might 

that he is one day found and loved again. 

 

Then one day something magical happens……… 

 

Remember you can be any toy you want! Choose one from the picture if you can‘t decide.  

         

Let’s have a go at writing our own story. You can fill in the blanks, copy the paragraph out or write your own 

version: 

Somewhere _____________________, somewhere ______________________, somewhere 

__________________ lays a lonely ______________________. No one knows it is there. Day-by-

day it sits and watches the sun rise and dance above the clouds before the moon jumps 

up and darkness sweeps across the sun like the closing of curtains. Every so often, the 

_____________________________sits and wonders. Will anyone ever find me? Will anyone ever 

love me?  

 

Now have a go at describing your lost toy based on yesterday’s sentences, Look at my second paragraph to 

help you. 

 

Tomorrow we will carry the story on. 

 



Maths: 

Have a go at this question to start with (you might need some help):     

 

 

 

Magic 10: 

0 + _____ = 100                                                                                    76 + 23 =                                                             

 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 =                                                                                             99 – 56 =  

   34 – 10 - 2 =                                                                         68, 70, 72 , ______, ______, ______                                                    

What is half of 50?                                                                             7 multiplied by (x) 5 =                                                                                      

What is double 35?                                                                                 14 divided by 2 =                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

SOME OF YOU MAY JUST WANT TO PICK 5 TO TRY.  

We are going to carry on with direction and position. Can you be a robot again? Can your parents ask you to 

move in different directions using these key words: 

                   

           up, down, forwards, backwards, left, right, turn. 

 

 

 



Have a look at the grid below. Can you direct the hedgehog to the bird using directional language? E.g. ‘Go 

forward 2 squares’. Can you write the directions down? 

 

                              

 

Your final job is to draw a different animal or ‘thing’ in one of the empty squares and direct either the 

hedgehog or the bird to it. 

Afternoon: 

Science: Materials – comparing suitability.  

 

Would wood (homophone!) be a good choice of material for a window? Why? 

 I wonder if you can remember what the words opaque, transparent and translucent mean? 

Today we are going to be thinking about what materials are suited to what things. 

Why are windows made out of glass? 



 

Talk about the properties of different materials. What are your different toys made out of and why? 

Discuss: 

 

 

 

 

 



Go to BBC Bitesize KS1 Science and find: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrssgk7/articles/z9pgcdm 

 

Click on the different items and hear about their properties. 

Have a good day! 

Kind regards 

Mrs Bolton 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zrssgk7/articles/z9pgcdm

